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Abstract: Wind turbines are playing an increasingly important role in renewable power generation.
Their complex and large-scale structure, however, and operation in remote locations with harsh
environmental conditions and highly variable stochastic loads make fault occurrence inevitable. Early
detection and location of faults are vital for maintaining a high degree of availability and reducing
maintenance costs. Hence, the deployment of algorithms capable of continuously monitoring and
diagnosing potential faults and mitigating their effects before they evolve into failures is crucial. Fault
diagnosis and fault tolerant control designs have been the subject of intensive research in the past
decades. Significant progress has been made and several methods and control algorithms have been
proposed in the literature. This paper provides an overview of the most recent fault diagnosis and
fault tolerant control techniques for wind turbines. Following a brief discussion of the typical faults,
the most commonly used model-based, data-driven and signal-based approaches are discussed.
Passive and active fault tolerant control approaches are also highlighted and relevant publications
are discussed. Future development tendencies in fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control of wind
turbines are also briefly stated. The paper is written in a tutorial manner to provide a comprehensive
overview of this research topic.
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1. Introduction

Wind energy is among the most promising and fastest-growing sustainable energy
sources in the world [1]. It is projected that wind energy will generate 49% of all electricity
produced by non-hydro power renewables by 2028 [2], as highlighted in Figure 1.
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However, the operation and maintenance costs of Wind Turbines (WTs) are significant,
especially for large-scale offshore WTs [2–4]. These latter are often installed in remote
offshore locations and subjected to increased loads, especially on the rotors and drivetrain
components. WT operational and maintenance costs are quite significant and range from
65–95% of the installation’s investment cost [5]. Unscheduled maintenance resulting from
malfunctions in system components such as the yaw system, rotor blades, rotor hub,
gearbox, hydraulic system, gearbox, control and power electronic systems, generator/rotor
speed/pitch sensors accounts for 30–60% of the total operational and maintenance costs of
WTs and lead to prolonged downtimes and loss of electricity generation [5]. The reliability
study reported in [6], found that electric components and control system faults resulted in
half of WT failures whereas generator and gearbox failures were less frequent but resulted
in longer downtimes. Mechanical brake systems are critical to the WT’s integrity and safety
since they perform two critical functions; retaining the nacelle stability when it turns and
when it is oriented toward the wind. If mechanical brake systems are damaged, the repair
process and component replacements are both challenging and costly.

Typical WT faults along with their severity and failure rate are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. List of typical faults, their occurrence and severity.

Fault Failure Rate [7] Potential Causes Severity [8]

Generator 4%

Wind loading, extreme weather
conditions, excessive vibration,
voltage irregularities, mechanical
and electrical failure of the bearings

Most severe

Gearbox 4%
Axial cracking in bearing, lubricant
contamination, gears, filtration
system problems

Most severe

Mechanical brake
system 6% Surface finish imperfection, damage

to brake callipers, brake disc Most severe

Yaw system 8% Misalignment, fatigue, yaw bearing
friction and failure severe

Rotor blade 7%

Fatigue, corrosion, surface
degradation, delamination, cracks,
blade misalignment, lightning
strikes

severe

Rotor hub 5% Wind loading, weather extremes, severe

Drive train 2%
Bearing failure, gear failures, axial
cracking in bearings, lubricant
contamination, overloading

severe

Electrical
components 23%

Electric overload, insulation failure,
connection faults, calibration errors,
software faults

Less severe

Control system 18% Voltage irregularities, electronic
failure, software failure Less severe

Sensors 10% Biased, fixed, random or no
measurements Less severe

Hydraulic system 9% Malfunctions, lubricant
contamination, leakage Less severe

Increasing the frequency of scheduled maintenance to prevent potential failure is
counterproductive as it leads to higher maintenance and operational costs and results in
less generated power as a result of downtimes [9]. Hence, to maintain the cost of generated
power as low as possible, decrease downtime, and improve WTs reliability it is imperative
to prevent faults from evolving into failures by devising mechanisms capable of ensuring
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fail-safe operations and continuous power generation until the next scheduled maintenance
is conducted.

Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC) designs are control systems able to tolerate the possible
malfunctions of the component and retain desirable performance and stability proper-
ties [10]. The key to FTC design is to prevent the propagation and development of local
faults into system failures, and consequent safety hazards for man and the environment.
FTC is a significant task to be fulfilled since faults in sensors, actuators and components are
usually associated with increasing operating costs, unexpected shut-downs and possible
detrimental environmental impacts. In general, a proper design of FTC system can add
some beneficial characteristics to WT operations, including detection of faults in the early
stages and conducting maintenance to prevent fault propagation and avoid failure, initiat-
ing the maintenance for the components, on which the fault has been isolated, optimizing
the maintenance plan and schedule based on the Fault Detection and Diagnosis (FDD)
information, the severity of faults based on the fault information, and planning if the
maintenance may require the plant shutdown or if it can be conducted while the system is
operating, based on the isolated and identified faults. It also provides a level of confidence
for planning the maintenance, as it guarantees the required performance. Moreover, if
the system shutdown is not required during the maintenance, then the system is kept
operational, taking into account the FTC scheme. These characteristics, in turn, turn to
improve availability, reliability, productivity, and sustainability and reduces operation and
maintenance costs.

FTC techniques typically include different schemes, i.e., active and passive. The main
difference between these two schemes is that active FTC requires timely and accurate FDD
information to be fed into the controller structure, i.e., to adjust the available baseline
controller to the current state of faults to compensate for fault effects completely and
maintain the system stability and keep the performance objectives level as for the fault-free
case. In contrast, in passive approaches, the baseline controller is predetermined and
designed for the whole operation, whether fault-free or faulty conditions. Indeed, the
baseline controller is designed to be optimally robust against a set of presumed faults,
considered as the system uncertainties. The benefit of passive schemes is that the baseline
controller is fixed and neither fault detection nor controller reconfiguration is needed,
which increases the final system robustness, even though, it introduces some performance
degradation in faulty conditions and limited fault-tolerant capability. Moreover, stability is
not necessarily guaranteed for faults other than the considered set of presumed faults [7].
Several recent WT FTC designs [11–17] have been motivated by the benchmark model
proposed in [11]. This model includes both faults for which the WT should be reconfigured
to continue operation, as well as very severe faults which should result in a safe and fast
shut down. As mentioned earlier, the baseline controller needs to be determined first, on
which basis the FTC capability is augmented. Also, the operational objectives are defined
to evaluate the designed FTC performance.

FDD methodologies are classified in the literature into model-based, data-driven and
signal-based approaches [18]. Data-driven methods rely on the availability of a large
amount of historical data, typically from a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) system, with full fault scenarios. This latter is then transformed and presented as
a priori knowledge to a diagnostic system using different spectrum analysis or vibration
signal processing techniques such as Hilbert spectral analysis [19], support vector ma-
chines [20], Fourier transforms analysis [21], vibration-based analysis [22], thermal signal
analysis [23], wavelet transform [24], and so on. A survey of the most relevant WT health
monitoring and FDD techniques can be found e.g., in [25–28]. Signal-based techniques rely
on available signals from WT sensor measurements such as electrical signals, vibration,
sounds, and temperature which contain innumerable structural and electrical information.
Signal processing, frequency analysis techniques and statistical methods are often used to
extract fault signatures/features from the real-time measurements signal by comparing
them to healthy signals and identifying fault frequency, type and location [29]. Signal-based
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fault diagnosis techniques are typically classified into frequency-domain, time-domain,
and time-frequency techniques, as highlighted e.g., in [8,30–32].

Model-based FDD methods, on the other hand, rely on a dynamic model of the system
under consideration [33]. Model-based FDD schemes are commonly designed using either
residual signals [34], fault estimation techniques [35,36], or set-membership approaches [37].
Residual signals are fault indicators typically computed in real-time based on the difference
between the measured output and the mathematical model. Faults are detected following
residual evaluation either via fixed or adaptive threshold testing or by statistical methods
and fuzzy logic approaches. Though residual-based approaches are relatively simple,
ensuring the decoupling of the residual signal from noise and model uncertainties is a
challenging problem. Fault estimation techniques rely on online estimation techniques
to provide accurate information about the fault and its magnitude. Fault estimation can
be achieved using Kalman filters [38,39], observers [40–47], interval parity equations [48],
and fuzzy modelling and identification techniques [49] among others. A comprehensive
review of signal-based and model-based condition monitoring techniques for WTs can
be found in [8]. Set-membership-based FDD techniques rely on the generation of a set of
mathematical models of the system without a need for a threshold design [50,51]. The FDD
is achieved when there is any inconsistency between the measured inputs and outputs data
with any of the members of the set. Fault isolation is achieved through the identification of
the faulty feasible set. This method, however, suffers from the propagation of uncertainties
along with the over-approximation required in the set computations [8].

One of the motivations of this paper comes from a real need to have a critical discussion
and review of the challenges of FDD and FTC for very demanding systems, such as
WTs, especially for their offshore and floating installations, requiring the so-called fault
tolerance characteristic, also known as ‘sustainable’ feature. It is the main feature, i.e.,
tolerating possible malfunctions and, simultaneously, maintaining the operation, with
power conversion efficiency. Especially for offshore and floating structures, those systems
demand a higher degree of reliability and availability. Those deployments are to retain
specified operable and committable conditions and to avoid costly maintenance processes.
In this case, there exists a clear conflict, i.e., guaranteeing a high degree of availability and
reducing costly maintenance. The latter factor may affect the energy conversion cost by up
to 30%, due to unplanned maintenance services, especially if they are required in harsh
environments.

Floating offshore WTs allow the extraction of wind resources from deeper offshore
locations than the early shallow water fixed WTs [52,53]. One of the long-term goals of
developing such devices is to generate electricity sustainably, which requires reducing the
cost of the electricity produced [54] until it is comparable to that generated by bottom-fixed
offshore and onshore WTs [55,56].

Larger size and higher output power lead to economy of scale for floating offshore
WTs. Still, failures of floating devices tend to be hard to diagnose [57–59], even when
they are limited to one component [60]. Moreover, the storm sea conditions can introduce
damage to the floating structures, leading to more frequent failures and breakdowns than
the onshore and bottom fixed offshore WTs [61–63].

The reduction of the floating wind energy generation costs and the electricity price
calls for higher reliability, availability, and energy production efficiency of floating offshore
WT. Reliability in this context is the probability that a floating offshore WT generates
electricity as designed during a given time at sea. It represents the capability of a floating
offshore WT to produce electricity without failures over a given time. Reliability analysis
and assessment are foundations of lifecycle management, including reliability evaluation,
reliability improvement, and reliability-based optimization design [64]. Moreover, the
results of the mentioned works would directly support risk management, availability
estimation, and maintainability investigations [58,59,65] of the floating equipment. The
purpose of reliability analysis and assessment of such devices can be roughly divided
into [57–59,66–68]:
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(i) Prevent catastrophic failures;
(ii) Improve the robustness, reliability, availability, and electricity generation efficiency;
(iii) Support the optimal configuration design of subsystems.

This paper provides an overview of existing FDD techniques along with FTC designs
for large onshore and offshore/floating WTs. A bibliographical review of some of the most
relevant FTC techniques for WTs is carried out. FDD algorithms are also surveyed. A
discussion on the future of diagnosis and FTC designs for WTs is also provided and the
end of this paper.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the
definition of faults and outlines existing FDD techniques. Section 3 outlines some of the
existing FTC designs. Some concluding remarks and the future research directions are
finally given in Section 4.

2. Faults and Fault Detection and Diagnosis

Faults are defined as an impermissible deviation of the system parameters or structure
from the nominal situation [51]. Examples are a scaling error fault in the sensor reading,
stuck sensor or actuators, biased actuator fault, fixed sensors, loss of actuator effectiveness,
loss of a sensor, and disconnection of a system component. These faults can change the
performance of the closed-loop system and result in degradation and potential loss of the
system function. Faults are classified as sensor, actuator or plant faults. Actuator faults can
affect the controller performance and can lead to either limiting or interrupting its influence
on the plant. Erroneous sensor readings or their complete absence can drastically skew
the performance of the controller. Plant faults, on the other hand, can change the dynamic
properties of the system. Theoretically, a given fault is distinguished from another by the
fault signal dynamic properties, described by the residual fault sensitivity, which should be
different for each different fault.

FDD aims to detect and identify faults when they occur. This can be done by either
using a residual generation approach or an online fault estimation approach.

Residual-based fault diagnosis algorithms typically consist of the following steps:
Residual generation: The process of generating a set of signals or residuals that react to

a carefully chosen subset of faults as compared to the normal operating conditions.
Residual evaluation: The process of comparing residuals to some predefined thresholds

according to a test and at a stage where symptoms are produced.
Decision making: The process of deciding based on the symptoms, which elements are

faulty.
The general architecture of a residual-based FDD scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the FDD module is composed of a fault detection unit whose

objective is to decide whether or not a fault has occurred. A fault diagnosis block that
identifies in which component the fault occurred, and at the same time determines the
exact location of the fault with its amplitude.

Existing FDD methods can be classified as (1) model-based techniques, (2) signal
processing based-techniques, (3) data-driven techniques, and [8,9,69].

Model-based techniques rely on a model of the WT, this model can either be physics-
based model or estimated using an observer, or another identification method. Faults are
detected based on the residual generated by state variable or model parameter estimation.
In signal processing-based techniques, information about the faults is extracted by either
performing mathematical or statistical operations [70,71] or applying artificial intelligence
techniques to the measurements [20,72].
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The following are the most commonly used techniques for FDD and FTC applications
to WTs.

Kalman Filters: Kalman filters (KFs) are linear quadratic estimation techniques that
use a series of measurements observed over time, including statistical noise to generate
estimates of unknown variables via the estimation of a joint probability distribution of
the variables over a given time frame. KFs are used for fault detection to estimate the
system states using modelled information. The KF outputs are then compared with sensor
measurements for fault detection. In normal operating conditions, the innovation sequence,
which is the difference between sensor measurements and filter estimates, is used as a
residual for FDD. The residual’s mean value is zero under fault-free conditions and is
changed from its initial zero mean value under faulty conditions when all hypotheses
of the KF hold. The KF is designed in such a way that the sensor faults are considered
exogenous output disturbances to be rejected, within the bound of noise properties defined
with noise covariance matrices, providing an accurate/fault-free state estimate. Attributes
of KF approaches are their ability to attenuate the effect of sensor noises on the residual.
KF is the linear system optimal estimate with additive independent white noise in both the
dynamics model and the measurement. The performance of KF strongly depends on how
different the true probability distribution is from the ideal Gaussian case. Its computational
time depends only on the number of samples, not model complexity. Robust applications of
KFs for FDD of WT were shown e.g., in [73], where a model-based approach was addressed.
The FDD scheme was so designed that the generated residual is guaranteed to be robust
against stochastic uncertainty. For residual evaluation, a generalized likelihood ratio test
was performed. The chi-square distribution table with one degree of freedom is used for
the threshold testing to detect the fault occurrence.

Extended Kalman Filters (EKFs) are the nonlinear version of KFs often used for joint
parameter and state estimation to provide an optimal estimation of the fault. The optimality
of the method, however, relies on the a-priori choice of the covariance matrices. In practice,
optimization is achieved by iteratively testing different values and evaluating the results
over a test period. The parameter estimates can converge slower than the state estimates
and in general, only local convergence can be expected. Also for the case of EKF, when
considering safety-critical applications, continuous monitoring is necessary for improving
availability and reliability. Therefore, the design of robust FDD and FTC systems is essential
for such applications. Therefore, for example [74] described an FDD method to detect stator
winding partial inter-turn faults with the percentage, using EKF and Unscented Kalman
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Filter (UKF). Both simulation and practical implementation results were performed and
validated with a prototype machine lab, highlighting significant responses for different
operating conditions and different fault states.

Observer Designs: State observers are typically used to reconstruct or estimate state
variables that are either unmeasured or not easily measured based on variables that can
directly be measured. When robust state or output observers have to be designed for
application to WT, different solutions can be adopted and they can be based e.g., on linear
parameter varying tools or interval representations.

Linear Parameter Varying (LPV)-based observers yield models that are valid along the
whole operating range.

Interval observers are a class of observers for robust state estimation, with the estimate of
the upper-and lower-bounds. This attractive feature minimizes the unavoidable estimation
errors resulting from disturbances or uncertainties by clearly defining an interval where
the system state lies at any given time [20].

Table 2 provides a brief summary of some existing model-based techniques.

Table 2. List of some of the most relevant model-based FDD techniques.

Technique Publication Fault Detected

Kalman Filters (KF)/Extended KF
(EKF)/Unscented KF (UKF)

[38] Current sensor fault

[75] Pitch sensor bias

[76] Gearbox and generator faults

[77] Hydraulic actuator fault

[34] Pitch sensor and pitch actuator faults

[78] Pitch angle actuator fault/rotor speed
sensor fault/generator speed sensor fault

LPV Observer/LPV extended
Observer

[79]
Electric power fault/Generator
speed/wind speed sensor fault/blade pitch
angle

[80] Generator speed sensor fault/wind speed
sensor fault

Interval Observer

[81] Pitch actuator faults

[40]
Generator power sensor/tower top
accelerometer sensor/ sensor and actuator
of the pitch sub-system

[41] State parameter anomalies

Unknown input observer

[42] Rotor and generator speed sensor faults

[43] Sensor faults

[44] Converter faults

Fuzzy Takagi-Sugeno observer
[45] Sensor faults

[46] Sensor fault in the DFIG Stator

KF and Artificial Neural
Networks [39] Blade pitch system

Parity Equations [48]
Debris build-up in the blades/blade
misalignment/change if drivetrain
damping

Takagi-Sugeno Sliding Mode
Observer [47] Pitch actuator faults

Sliding Mode Observer [82] Pitch and drivetrain systems
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It should be noted that the major problem in observer design for WTs is the consider-
able noise content of sensors and the poor measurement of wind speed. The former reduces
the observer accuracy [83], while the latter is needed for drivetrain observer design [11].
To improve the observation performance [84] adopted an H-/H∞ optimization technique
to minimize the noise effect. On the other hand, the application of the KF, as the optimal
observer, has been considered on WT sensor FDD, in which it is guaranteed that the noise
effect is minimized. In [85], a KF is designed to detect and isolate pitch sensor faults.
Similarly, Ref. [86] used a KF for generating the residual generation, with a generalized
likelihood ratio test, considering sensor faults of the pitch actuator and drivetrain. However,
redundant physical sensors are required for fault isolation. Also, the applied aerodynamic
torque was considered as a disturbance and the designed KF was shown to be robust
against wind speed variations.

Data-driven techniques rely on data availability for the SCADA system. WT condition
monitoring based on data available from the SCADA system is a relatively affordable
solution. A brief summary of some of the most recent approaches is illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3. List of some of the most relevant data-driven FDD techniques.

Technique Publication Fault Detected

Artificial Neural Networks (NNs) [87] Gearbox bearings

Multiscale convolutional NNs [88] Gearbox faults

Multi-scale NNs [89] Bearing faults

Recurrent NNs [90] Converter Electrical faults

Fuzzy logic and Neural Networks
[91] Wind speed sensor fault

[92] Pitch actuator fault

Deep Neural Networks
[93] Gearbox faults

[94] Blade faults

Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
system

[95] Pitch actuator

[96] Component faults

Machine learning techniques
[97] Gearbox faults

[98] Power generation performance
monitoring

Convolutional Neural Networks

[99] Component faults

[100] Gearbox and generator faults

[101] Gearbox Bearing Temperature

[102] Gearbox faults

Convolution NNs and
signal-to-image encoding [103] Bearing faults

Gaussian Process [104] Power generation performance
monitoring

Statistical Analysis
[105] Drivetrain

[106] Downwind main-shaft Bearing

Hilbert spectral analysis [19] Drivetrain

Thermal analysis technique [23] Generator

Partial least square and regression
Models [83] Generator/Gearbox/Rotor speed

sensor fault

Hybrid intelligent approach [107] Gearbox fault

Cascaded SAE and LightGBM
algorithm [108] Generator
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Signal-based techniques rely on available signals from WT sensor measurements such as
electrical signals, vibration, sounds, and temperature which contain innumerable structural
and electrical information. Signal processing, frequency analysis techniques and statistical
methods are often used to extract fault signatures/features from the real-time measure-
ments signal by comparing them to healthy signals. Signal-based fault diagnosis techniques
are typically classified into frequency-domain, time-domain, and time-frequency tech-
niques. Signal-based techniques have extensively been reviewed in the literature [8,30,31].
Note that robust signal-based approaches are effective for FDD, as there is no need for
system modelling and redundant sensor measurements. However, the model nonlinearity,
disturbances and noise, and temporal dependence in time-series data impose challenges. To
this end, as an example [109] proposed a new FDD solution based on a recently developed
method, which led to robust nonlinear representations from data against noise and input
fluctuation. A significant feature of this approach was the enhanced FDD performance,
i.e., the ability to capture simultaneously the nonlinear correlations among multiple sensor
variables and the temporal dependence of each sensor variable.

Only a few techniques are briefly reviewed in Table 4. The interested reader should
refer to the above-mentioned review papers for further details.

Table 4. List of some of the most relevant signal-based FDD techniques.

Technique Publication Fault Detected

Vibration Signal Analysis
[110] Generator and gearbox

[111] Tower structural faults

Wavelet transform [112] Gearbox

Wavelet transform and machine
learning [113] Bearing Faults

Cyclostationary signal analysis [114] Gearbox

Machine learning [115] Gearbox

Operational Modal parameters [116] Blades structural faults

Statistical pattern recognition
process [30] Blade, low-speed shaft and yaw

joint

Statistical methods
[117] Blade damage

[118] Pitch torque actuator faults/pitch
sensor

Sensor Strain Analysis
[119] Gearbox structural changes

[120] Blade loads

Albeit the wide variety of FDD techniques, the following challenges still exist:

• Most of the existing FDD techniques are often restricted to detecting faults for a specific
component. Approaches that cover simultaneous faults in various components are
rather scarce.

• The rapid fluctuations in WT’s environmental conditions along with the low sampling
frequency of SCADA systems make it difficult to detect and diagnose faults in a timely
manner.

• Ensuring good data quality in data-driven techniques is not always guaranteed. For
instance, data logs often suffer from missing data, statistical outliers, and larges
sequences of identical values.

• Data-driven approaches provide higher diagnostic accuracy than model-based ones.
However, their accuracy is highly dependent upon data availability. Optimal selec-
tion and placement of sensors and data acquisition devices are crucial in the overall
performance of the FDD approach.
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• The performance and accuracy of model-based techniques rely on an explicit physi-
cal or mathematical expression to accurately describe the performance degradation
stemming from faults, whereas data-driven approaches rely on a historic run to failure
data. However, in practice obtaining sufficient and reliable run-to-failure data for
WTs is quite difficult, and obtaining an accurate model for such complex structures
as WTs is quite impossible. Hence, considering a hybrid approach that integrates the
data-driven and model-based framework can potentially alleviate the shortcomings of
each individual approach while leveraging the merits of both approaches.

3. Fault Tolerant Control

The objective of FTC design is to maintain desirable performance and stability proper-
ties in the event of a fault and prevent local faults from developing into system failures that
can end the mission of the system and cause safety hazards for man and the environment.
FTC approaches are generally classified into two types: passive and active approaches. In
the passive approach, the robustness range of the baseline controller is specified to be wide
enough to accommodate specified faults within the accepted performance specification.
The effectiveness of this strategy, with some restrictive assumptions on faults, depends
upon the nominal closed-loop system robustness. This control exhibits a fast response and
is simple to implement as neither fault detection nor controller reconfiguration is needed,
however, it is challenging to consider several fault scenarios and it is unable to tolerate
unforeseen faults. For some small changes in parameters and signal, a robust controller
is able to achieve the FTC objective. However, in practical cases, using robust control
alone may lead to substantial risk. This is due to the need for the known degree of fault
insensitivity as a priori. This often results in some performance degradation in faulty
conditions and limited fault-tolerant capability. Additionally, stability is not necessarily
guaranteed for faults other than the considered set of presumed faults [7].

Active FTC approaches re-design a new control system taking into account the esti-
mation of the fault, captured by the FDD filter, and the required specification to be met.
Two active FTC methods are identified, including the projection-based methods and online
automatic controller redesign methods. The former depends on using new pre-computed
control laws based on the detected faults and severity. Hybrid or switching structure
controls are common approaches. On the other hand, in the online automatic controller
re-design methods, following the design paradigm typical of adaptive control, new param-
eters of controllers are computed when a fault is detected. This is potentially able to tackle
a large number of fault scenarios and a certain number of unforeseen faults. However, it is
more complex to implement and presents a real challenge in real-time decision-making.
In addition to the drawbacks listed above for each approach, the following issues are of
concern. The main issue with passive approaches is the high gain design with the required
high bandwidth. This might lead to noise amplification, saturation and excitation of high-
order modes. On the other hand, false alarms, false isolation, and false reconfiguration are
the most reported issues with active FTC approaches.

The virtual sensor and actuator (VSA) FTC approach belongs to projection-based
methods. In VSA, the information of fault is obtained from the FDD scheme and fed into
a virtual (software) sensor/actuator module. This module is implemented between the
actual sensor/actuator and the baseline controller, for fault effects compensation in the
sensor/actuator. This can be seen as signal correction in the virtual sensor/actuator such
that the effect of the fault is mitigated, as in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, s and a are outputs from the virtual sensor and actuator modules,
respectively. Also, sB and aB are the baseline sensor and actuator of the WT, whose outputs
are corrected in the virtual module. tDT represents the time at which the fault is detected.
The baseline controller is still in operation in this approach, which is an interesting industrial
aspect because the existing baseline controller needs no modification and thus, can be used
in both fault-free and faulty situations [121].
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Algorithm 1: VSA FTC

If a fault is detected,
Then determine:
The fault detection time tDT ,
The fault source, i.e., finding a faulty sensor or actuator,
The fault size f̂ ,
If the fault source is a sensor, then s(t)

t≥tDT

= sB(t)− f̂ (t),

If the fault source is an actuator, then a(t)
t≥tDT

= aB(t)− f̂ (t),

Otherwise,
s(t) = sB(t) and a(t) = aB(t).

For some faults, their effects cannot be accommodated via VSA. For instance, for the
power loss fault and process fault, modelled as the scaled power output, due to blade
icing and debris built-ups, actuator abrupt faults, hydraulic actuators stuck and pump
wear, it is better to tolerate by incorporation of a new scheme or reconfiguring the current
control. Even if these faults are detected timely, the signal correction cannot remove their
effects, because of the changing dynamics of the closed-loop system. Accordingly, in the
Controller Reconfiguration (CR) approach, which belongs to online automatic controller re-
design methods, the whole/part of the baseline controller is reconfigured to an alternative
controller to guarantee stability and satisfactory performance. This alternative controller is
obtained by either modification of the current baseline controller parameters, switching
a new controller into the system, or using the available hardware/software redundant
components [122,123]. Accordingly, in this approach, all available components should be
considered in the baseline controller design. CR approach is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: CR fault accommodation

If the fault is detected,
Then determine:
The fault detection time tDT ,
The fault source, i.e., finding a faulty sensor or actuator or system fault,
The fault size f̂ ,
Then u(t)

t≥tDT

= uA(t) or s(t)
t≥tDT

= sA(t) or a(t)
t≥tDT

= aA(t).

Otherwise,
u(t) = uB(t) and s(t) = sB(t) and a(t) = aB(t).

In Algorithm 2, u, s and a are new control, sensor and actuator outputs, respectively.
Also, uA ∈ U, sA ∈ SA and aA ∈ AA are alternative controller, redundant sensor and
redundant actuator, respectively. U is the achievable control set, whereas SA and AA are
the available sets of redundant sensors and actuators, respectively. uB ∈ U is the baseline
controller. CR approach has less industrial acceptability due to its complex implementation,
but it shows promising performance for severe faults.

Several of recent and successful FTC designs [13,14,88,121–148] have been motivated
by the WT benchmark model proposed in [11,12], which included sensor, actuator, and
system faults, in the pitch, drive train, generator, and the converter systems. The need for
robustness in WT control is motivated by WT nonlinearity between the generated power,
the rotor and wind speeds. This stems from the fact that the turbine captures partially the
wind energy based on rotor speed. This means that the maximum power generation and
the maximum rotation speed are not concurrent. Moreover, the wind speed is essentially
stochastic with continuous fluctuations. Also, there exists the system constraint on inputs
(variation, the minimal and maximal values) and the outputs [149].

Different robust control schemes were proposed in the full load regime, which is more
challenging than the partial load regime. Multiple SISO control was first used, e.g., the
PI and LQG controllers [150]. The drawback is that the inputs are decoupled from the
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design, and the constraints are not considered. Therefore, MIMO control strategies have
been developed, e.g., adaptive control [151–153] and feedback linearization controller [154].
Model Predictive Control (MPC) in WTs was first employed for gain scheduling, e.g.,
in [154,155]. It was also used for the FTC design of the pitch system by keeping the existing
PI controller of the pitch angle [156,157].

MPC was later used for WT control, such as [158], where multiple linearizing models
were employed, taking into account different operating points for variable wind speeds.
Ref. [159] employed the same approach, but included the turbulent wind velocity. Ref. [160]
developed variables change to transform the nonlinear dynamics into linear dynamics.
Then, with convex constraints, MPC is used to control the pitch, generator torque, and
charge/discharge rates for the storage device, aiming the total energy maximization. Also,
limits of the time derivative of power delivered to the grid are considered. In [161] robust
FTC was developed using min-max robust MPC, for variable speed WTs in the full load
regime, tacking pitch actuator faults. Robust MPC has the advantage over conventional
MPC to tackle parameter uncertainties in a structured way. For model uncertainties or
process drift from the nominal one, e.g., actuators or in the system faults, along with an
identification method, uncertainties can be suppressed. In [17] multiple LPV controllers
were employed considering pitch angle fault. Ref. [162] employed robust MPC to tackle
uncertainties in tower damping. Ref. [163] considered a min-max robust MPC approach to
overcome fluctuations in the wind speed that was estimated using a KF.

Several other robust approaches have been considered in the design of FTC for WTs,
including Sliding Mode Control (SMC) [164], nonlinear control, time delay control, robust
fuzzy schedulers, adaptive control, fractional order SMC, control allocation, LPV control,
and so on. For instance, an adaptive FTC strategy was proposed in [165] to mitigate pitch
actuator faults in a large-scale WT. The approach considered a Linear Matrix Inequality
(LMI)-based fault estimation algorithm and implemented a baseline multi-objective state
feedback regulator. Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) model-based control was proposed
in [166] for the pitch and torque actuator faults in WTs. [167] considered an FTC scheme
based on an adaptive CR approach augmented with a reallocation mechanism. Fuzzy Model
Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) was proposed in [168] to mitigate generator/converter
torque actuator faults in large offshore WT benchmarks. [169] considered an FTC strategy
based on a second-order fast non-singular terminal SMC to deal with actuator gain-bias
faults and stochastic disturbances.

Table 5 provides a brief summary of the main existing robust FTC approaches along
with their classification as passive or active techniques.

Table 5. Summary of the main FTC approaches for WTs.

Technique Publication Type

Observer-based FTC

[82] Active

[170] Active

[128] Active

[129] Active

[134] Active

[171] Active

[172] Active

[173] Passive

[174] Passive
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Table 5. Cont.

Technique Publication Type
Takagi–Sugeno (T–S) multiple models [130] Active
Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy model. [131] Active

Adaptive Sliding Mode Control
[123] Passive

[132] Active
Fuzzy gain-scheduled PID control [133] Active
Fuzzy T-S multimodel and Fuzzy if-then control [126] Passive

Takagi–Sugeno Sliding Mode Observer
[175] Active

[47] Active
Time Delay Control (TDC) and nonlinear disturbance
observer [134] Active

Fuzzy if-then rules and fault estimation [148] Active

Fractional order SMC
[135] Active

[136] Passive

Fractional order Nonsingular SMC [137] Passive

Fractional order Terminal SMC [138] Passive

Sliding Mode Control (SMC)

[139] Passive

[140] Passive

[141] Passive
[142] Active/Passive

Integral Terminal SMC
[143] Passive

[176] Active
Second Order ITSMC [144] Passive
Adaptive output feedback sliding mode control [145] Active
Control allocation [146] Active
Virtual sensors/actuators [121] Active
LMI based control [147] Passive
Model predictive control [156] Active
Gain scheduling and disturbance estimator [177] Active

Gain scheduling
[178] Passive

[179] Passive

LPV-based control
[17] Passive

[16] Active/Passive
Model reference adaptive control [180] Active
Fuzzy logic control [181] Passive

H∞ norm [182] Passive

Adaptive PID control
[183] Active

[184] Active
Takagi–Sugeno and sliding mode techniques [175] Active

According to the reviewed FTC literature, the following challenges still exist:

• Most of the existing FTC techniques have been developed to mitigate faults in specific
components. Control designs capable of mitigating a wide range of faults amongst
various components are still scarce.

• Most of the existing solutions have been developed for a given operational region of
the WT. Considering adaptive and real-time methodologies capable of working for the
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whole operational region of the WT have the potential to provide better performance
and meet the requirements of Industry 4.0.

• Most of the FTC approaches were designed with the assumption of the availability of
accurate information from the FDD unit. Studies that look into the robust integration
of FDD and FTC schemes are very limited and conservative.

• Most of the proposed approaches were validated using either a simulation study or
a WT benchmark and only considered limited fault scenarios. More research efforts
should be done towards validation using hardware in the loop high fidelity simulators
and considering realistic fault scenarios.

• None of the existing literature has considered the performance assessment of FTC
designs in experimental-scale WTs.

• Compared to FDD techniques, existing literature for WT FTC design is still scarce, and
only a few research papers have covered this issue.

4. Conclusions

Wind turbine’s fault diagnosis and fault tolerant control schemes are crucial to their
reliability, availability and cost-effectiveness. This paper provided an overview of some
of the existing strategies for fault detection and diagnosis along with a thorough review
of fault tolerant control designs for wind turbines. Both model-based, signal-based and
data-based fault diagnosis approaches were briefly reviewed. It is worth noting that signal
and data-based approaches are condition-specific techniques and rely on the accuracy and
high resolution of available signals either emanating from sensors or SCADA systems.
Model-based techniques, on the other hand, rely on mathematical models and the input-
output information that could be retrieved from the wind turbine. Various data analysis
and signal processing techniques are used to enable to extract useful information about the
fault features and detect their occurrence.

In terms of fault tolerant control designs, passive and active fault tolerant control
approaches were discussed and some examples from the literature were reviewed. Whereas
passive approaches are simpler and easier to implement, they mostly rely on robust control
techniques, they are very conservative and cannot account for a large number of faults nor
deal with unforeseen faults that were not considered at the design stage. This is the main
reason that its application in wind turbines is limited. Indeed, the conservatism is clearly
against the adoption of fault tolerant control on wind turbines, which requires a focus
on optimizing and maximizing power generation. Active fault tolerant control designs
on the other hand are more complex to implement but capable of dealing with a large
number of fault scenarios and can deal with unforeseen faults. Control reconfiguration,
observer-based control, switching between controllers, adaptive control, or the use of
software (virtual sensors/actuators)/hardware redundancies are among the techniques
considered in fault-tolerant control design.

Some open research problems still exist, however. For instance, most of the studies
have focused on fault detection and diagnosis, rather than fault tolerant control design.
Also, the available controllers are mostly dedicated to a given operational region of wind
turbines. Accordingly, the need is to further investigate fault tolerant control designs,
especially, with a focus on adaptive schemes, as the newest innovative active/passive fault-
tolerant concept, for the whole operational region. The performance analysis of the fault
detection and diagnosis and fault tolerant control techniques in the presence of multiple
and simultaneous faults is also another area of future research. Moreover, by the adoption
of expert’s knowledge into the design, using soft computing approaches, e.g., fuzzy if-then
rules, neural networks or Bayesian frameworks, we can take the nonlinear and disturbed
wind turbine model into consideration for more accurate fault diagnosis. Some faults are
better dealt with at the wind farm control level, e.g., blade debris build-up, erosion and
slowly developing faults, however, the literature on this concept is still scarce. So, it is
beneficial to investigate new schemes for detection, isolation and accommodation of faults
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at the wind farm level. Optimal selection, placement, calibration, implementation and
installation of sensors and devices are worth considering.

Research into artificial intelligence-enabled and advanced machine learning techniques
for wind turbines’ diagnostic and prognostic is still in its infancy and can benefit from
additional investigations [185]. The future development tendency of fault diagnosis and
fault tolerant control of wind turbines is towards considering cyber-resilient approaches to
reduce wind turbines vulnerability to cyber-attacks. Another future tendency is the use of
Internet of Things technologies to both create a vast amount of data and enable the remote
condition monitoring of wind turbines from any location. In addition, one can use the
smart sensor technology with the Internet of Things for remote real-time data acquisition
and transmission throughout large wind farms. Furthermore, the big data concept can be
used for the extraction of useful features, and the quality and completeness of data. Within
the Industry 4.0 framework, the generation of digital twins to cover useful features of wind
turbines is significantly beneficial in fault detection, diagnosis and monitoring.
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